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The Japanese Lover is a historical narrative about two women: the young Irina 
Bazili and the elder Alma Belasco. Born in Poland to a wealthy Jewish family, 
Alma grew up under the shadow of the Nazi’s rise to power. In an attempt to 
protect her from the horrors of war, Alma’s parents send her to live with an 
aunt in California. Her life is quickly changed, however, when she meets the 
son of her aunt's gardener, Ichimei Fukuda. Young love blossoms between them, 
but they are suddenly separated when Ichimei and his family are relocated to a 
Japanese internment camp. Throughout their lifetimes, they manage to reunite 
and rekindle their love affair, sharing a long and passionate romance. But theirs 
is a love they are forever forced to hide from the prejudiced eyes of the world.

Years later, the impoverished and reserved Irina meets Alma at a nursing home 
in California. Proving herself to be upstanding and trustworthy, she soon wins 
the respect and admiration of all those at Lark House, where Alma now re-
sides. But there is something in Irina’s past which she refuses to confront. Her 
murky, clandestine history prevents her from living a full and happy life—most 
notably when she meets Alma’s grandson, Seth, who immediately falls in love 
with the devoted Irina. As the pair begin to investigate a series of mysterious 
gifts and letters sent to Alma, they form a close friendship and discover the 
existence of Alma’s secret Japanese lover, whose relationship with Alma goes 
far back into the days of her youth.

From the New York Times and internationally bestselling author Isabel Allende, a beautifully crafted love story and 
multi-generational epic that magnificently sweeps from World War II to the present day, exploring issues of race and identity, 
abandonment and reconciliation. 

Isabel Allende’s books have been translated into more than 35 languages and have sold more than 65 million copies worldwide.
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